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The meeting was called to order at 3. 00 p.m. 

AG:CNDA ITELS 30 TO 45, 120 .A.ND 121 (continued) 

GEBERAL DEBATE 

Mr. LECHUGA (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): It is becoming 

as difficult to speruc of disarmament as to achieve it really and effectively. 

The complexity of the subject, the proliferation of topics and the virtual 

impossibility of not repeatin~ those topics year after year - because 

negotiations are so slo-vr that there is practically no way of bringing in ne>v 

criteria or of referring to new events - combine to turn these interventions 

into a recital of good wishes and a catalogue of frustrations. 

IJhile it was thought, for instance, that the laborious SALT II 

negotiations had yielded a definitive result on the still long road towards 

the achievement of a substantial limitation or total elimination of strategic 

nuclear 1,reapons, we find that the agreement announced to the press with 

fireworks and fanfare has ah1ost dissolved in the corrosive acid of the 

reactionary forces of one of the parties thereto. The desire for peace is 

propounded in public but new attempts are made to install new offensive 

weapons in sensitive areas of the 1vorld, or to produce new weapons of mass 

destruction which are, indeed, announced with joy and gladness as if this 

new aHakening of terror would lead to heal thy objectives. 
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(l1r. Lechuga, Cuba) 

The escalation of war-mongering propaganda, which seeks to bring us back 

to the cold war era and a climate of uncertainty, is also before us and seeks 

the most sinister aims. 

Instead of our notine; signs of a reduction in expenditures on 1-reapons, 

especially on nuclear weapons, the astronomic sums are growing as an inhuman 

response to the plight of millions of under·-pri vilec;ed people throughout the world 

who lack the most elemental needs because of a lack of resources, In other 1vords, 

what is being done or being attempted in the field of disarmament must be placed 

within a very limited framework of optimism. On the other hand, for instance, 

it must be placed in a broader context than that in which the Committee is acting. 

As stated at the Sixth Summit Conference of the Han-Aligned Movement, held 

recently at Havana, negotiations regarding the control of nuclear weapons and 

the process of detente between the great Powers are but a part of the march 

towards peace that should extend to all corners of the earth and should benefit 

all countries equally, and for that peace to be effective and significant 

it should lead to the elimination of all hotbeds of tension and to the end of 

aggression, occupation, intervention and foreign interference as -vrell as of the 

political and economic exploitation of the weaker countries. 

That decisive action, which in international language is termed 11 political 

will11
, plays an important role in all negotiations. This is what happened with 

the tripartite talks on the prohibition of nuclear-weapons tests, although 

actually it could be applied to all processes carried out in this Organization 

and to the process of universal detente mentioned at the Havana Conference, 

to which I have just referred. 

The cessation of nuclear tests would have an enormous psychological impact, 

apart from its inherent importance. No doubt, it would be an important step 

along the thorny road to general and complete disarmament, but so far we have 

not seen the lic;ht at the end of the tunnel. For the time being, we have to 

confine ourselves to tal\:ing note of the infon11ation provided to the Committee 

on Disarmament on the progress of negotiations and to urging that a treaty 

on the subject be concluded as soon as possible. 

He also take note of the joint declaration of the delegations of the 

Soviet Union and the United States on the prohibition of the development, 

production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons, 
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(Mr. Lechuga, Cuba) 

but in this instance there 1vould appear to be promisinc; signs, after lone; years 

of ac;onizinc; debate in Geneva, although attention to this subject never flagged. 

Proof of this is the fact that at the last session of the Con~ittee on 

Disarmaruent 14 documents were submitted which in one way or another proposed 

solutions to that great aspiration of the international community. \'Te 

aclmmdede;e the existence of obstacles, but the need to halt the qualitative 

development of those horrendous weapons -vrhich become increasingly horrible as 

the days go by, given the development of science and technology, is greater than 

any possible objection. 

To turn to the question of the denuclearization of Africa, the Cuban 

delegation, ln givinc; its full support to that aspiration of the peoples and 

Governments of that continent, cannot fail to say that the key question is 

the all~round support that imperialism gives to the racist regime in South Africa. 

South Africa's nuclear capacity would not exist and, therefore, there would be no 

danger to peace if the United States and its allies - among them, of course, 

Israel - did not provide resources, technology and encouragement to the 

apartheid regime. 

The same could be said of the <lenuclearization of the Middle East. 

The peoples in that area aspire to become free of nuclear weapons, but how 

can they achieve this unless Arnerican imperialism and Israel abandon their 

hegemonistic aspirations, their policy of aggression and their plans of 

exploitation? 'rhe struggle to establish a nuclear-free zone in the I-1iddle East 

passes through the meridian of the struggle of the rights of the Palestinian 

people, the struggle against racism and against imperialism. 

Let us continue to consider our agenda. For many years, the Committee has 

been debating the question of the prohibition of nevr types of weapons of mass 

destruction and new systems of such vreapons. It is obvious that there are 

dilatory attempts directed towards the allec;ed need to identify those "\;reapons 

in advance before considering their prohibition. In our viev, the logical thing 

would be to achieve agrement prohibitint:; all kinds of ,,reapons in the future 

because once difficulties concerning prohibition arise they multiply, as the 

experience of all these years has shown. 
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(Ivlr. Lechuga, Cuba) 

On the CJ_uestion of radioloc;ical w-eapons, our delegation takes note with 

satisfaction of the submission to the Committee on Disarmament of a joint 

proposal of the Soviet Union and United States. Like everyone else, we mrait 

the early conclusion of the treaty prohibiting such weapons. 

The question of the Indian Ocean as a zcne of peace cannot be divorced,_ 

although some have attempted to do so, from the aims at imperialist domination 

in that vast ree;ion of the world. Vlhich country maintains military bases there? 

\lhich is the country that does not -vrish progress to be achieved in the 

negotiations? Hhich are the powerful interests that are bent on havinc; 

military equipment of all kinds in the Indian Ocean to oppose the liberation 

movements? \~ho speaks today of special military forces, vrhich may be mobilized 

to any area of the world? Hho would benefit from the military bases in 

Simonstown and Silvermine in South Africa, the Advolmat project and the 

intensification of military activities of the apartheid re[;ime in that area? 

There lS but one ans>-.rer: American imperialism and its c-reater and lesser allies. 

It is ln this true perspective that the Cuban delec;ation views the problem. 

Today as always, 1-.re support the Hish of the littoral and hinterlcmd States 

that the Indian Ocean be declared a zone of peace. 

As regards another question of interest to the Committee, namely, that of 

c:uarantees relating to the security of non-nuclear-weapon States, my dele cation 

supports the idea of having em international instrument regulate 

such guarantees. no doubt it would be a great contribution to the cause of 

disarmament and peace. However, as happens whenever 1-re speak of peace, 

obstacles begin to emerge. i-Iuch is beinr; said now about preconditions which 

hamper negotiations, and we must say that many of those preconditions are 

fabricated as part of a discriminatory policy and are incumratible with the 

continuation of hostile acts of an economic or miJitary nature against 

non-nuclear-weapon States, as is the case with Cuba, which has for 20 years 

suffered from such hostile acts. He shall not elaborate on this point, and 

we reserve the right to speak in detail ree;arding our Vlews 1-.rhen the time r>umes 

in the course of our discussions on this item, but -vre support the ide:..' ot~ an 

instrument governing guarantees. 

To turn our eyes now to conventional -vreapons, 1-.re wish to point out thaL 

subject is of great interest to the developing cocmtries. To say the least, 
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(Mr. Lechuga, Cuba) 

it is ~ood business for weapons manufacturers at the expense of the weak 

economies of those countries. The other channel is the legal or illegal 

transfer of conventional weapons to promote local conflicts, to seek the 

destabilization of sovereign Governments which do now bow to colonialist and 

imperialist interests, to intensify repression against peoples rebelling against 

exploitation and assassination, to fuel the struggle against the liberation 

movements and to initiate aggression against independent States. 
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We must pursue the efforts already undertaken in the recently concluded 

United Nations Conference on special types of conventional weapons, and we 

must continue to work on the basis of the documents presented, which appear 

to have won wide acceptance. 

vve should like now to mention the question of the implementation of the 

reco~~endations and decisions adopted by the General Assembly at its tenth 

special session. The Final Document of that session, which was the product 

of arduous discussions and negotiations, constitutes a sound basis for future 

disarmament negotiations, although little has been done to comply with the 

provisions of that document, and especially of its Programme of Action. 

At the beginning of our statement, ue mentioned some of the important 

obstacles that are standing in the way of peace and disarmament. This 

undeniable state of affairs, quite logically, is not contributing to the 

implementation of what was agreed at the tenth special session. 

It is appropriate to point out that a considerable number of the proposals 

formulated in the Assembly were not included in the Final Document because the 

necessary consensus could not be achieved, although they had wide majority 

support. The same thing occurred in the Committee on Disarmament when the broad 

programme on the subject was discussed and when there was consensus on such 

points as the dismantling of foreign military bases, the prohibition of the use 

or threat of the use of nuclear weapons, and the prohibition of the use and 

deployment of conventional weapons of mass destruction. 

We must ponder this question, for while it is true that the Final Document, 

as we have said, lS a sound basis for negotiations because it was arrived at 

by consensus, it is equally true that actions that are being taken invalidate 

it in practice. Horeover, we must be wary of attempts to reduce its scope 

during the course of negotiations. In our view, we must promote compliance 

with the Final Document and its Programme of Action, while at the same time 

contributing additional proposals calculated to create a climate conducive 

to their application in the light of present-day reality. 
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(Hr. Lechul\a, Cuba) 

Lastly, we wish to refer to the question of convening a world conference 

on disarmament, which appears on our agenda. 

The non-aligned countries have always supported the idea of convening such a 

conference, and at their Sixth Summit Conference in Havana, the hope was expressed 

that, after proper preparation, it would be held at an appropriate time and with 

universal participation. 

We realize that there is not a consensus among all the nuclear-weapon States, 

but also vTe know that there is a majority support within the international 

community for the convening of such a conference. He must therefore pay close 

attention to the report of the Ad Hoc Committee, which states that the General 

Assembly could decide on the convening of the conference following its next 

special session devoted to disarmament. 

Mr. LA ROCCA (Italy): I should like at the outset to extend my warm 

congratulations to the Chairman and other members of the Bureau on their 

unanimous election. 

A year has elapsed since the conclusion of the work of the special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, and now that the adjustment phase 

required for the implementation of the reforms indicated by the session has ended, 

it can be said that the time spent has not been unfruitful. On the contrary, 

the foundations have been laid for the future development and intensification 

of the disarmrunent process. 

From the standpoint of the machinery for disarmament, the United Nations 

Disarmament Commission has already initiated a review of the topics entrusted to it 

by the General Assembly, concentrating chiefly on the important question of 

elaborating the elements of a comprehensive disarmament prograrrme. Italy welcomed 

the priority given to this study with particular satisfaction, since for over a 

decade we have stressed the need to incorporate the measures adopted or programmes 

undertaken in the various fields of disarmament into the global framework of a 

coherent programme to be implemented gradually and in stages. 
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The elerc_ents of such a procramRe have novr been identified and drafttcd by tlJ.e 

em--mission, uhich has submitted ther,l to this S8Ssion of the General Assembly for 

approval and transmission to the Committee en Disarn:ment. Obviously, these 

elemcr,ts - which were adopted by consensus - do not reflect entirely the vie>rpoints 

of every State, and at tre close of the negotiations even ~y delegation expressed 

some reservations. None the less, beyond the wording used fer individual elements, 

the fact that the Commission achieved the 1r_ain result expected of it, nan:ely, 

the draftinc; of a comprehensi.ve programme of disarmament, is hic:hly positive in 

itself. It stresses once again the need for the disarmament process to 

develop in a balanced manner and by co~·ord:i.nated phases, thus takinc: into 

account reciprocal security needs, with the final objectives of general and 

complete disarmament u..11der strict and effective international control. 

The activ:i.ties of the Committee on Disarmament were initially affected by 

the need for the new body, as direct successor to the Ccnfcrence of the 

Committee on Disarmmnent, in order to solve a number of procedural issues before 

confrontinc; questions of substance. Despite the continGent difficulties encountered 

by the Geneva forum, our over~all judgement on its 1vorl~ is positive. As the 

special session recognized, the Corr.mi ttee 1 s irreplaceable function of chief 

negotiating body for disarmallient effectively ensures a conceptual continuity in the 

ne[';ot:i.ations. At the sallie time, it is the e;uarantee that these negotiations will 

be coherently maintained u:i.thin the frame1vork of the comprehensive programme 

endorsed by the United Nations Disarmament Commission. l·Ioreover, the Ccxill',i ttee 

on Disarmament's limited membership allows for a pragmatism and an efficiency 

that are indispensable to negot:i.at:i.ons as complex as those related to armaments 

and international security. 

If constant and effect:i. ve progress towards disarmament is to be achieved 

throuf2:h the efforts of peace··lovinc; countries, emphasis must be put on the search 

for constructive and parallel results i.n the sectors of both nuclear and 

conventional disarmament. Only thus 1vill it be possible to ensure a constant 

advancement of the disarmament process, and at the timE the best conditions 

for the reciprocal security of all States and the international community as a 

vrhole. 
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>mile recognizint= the primary responsibility of nuclear~·weapon States for 

nuclear disarmament, Italy must reiterate oncP more its hope that the Committee 

on Disarmament ~-r:i.ll soon ~ and on a priority basis -· be able to reach ae;reement on a 

Jraft treaty for a comprehensive ban on nuclear tests. He are perfectly aware 

of the difficulties attendant upon such a negotiation, both in terms of conflict in:::; 

interests nnd from a strictly technical standpoint. For these reasons, among 

others, the former Conference of the Col!lmittee on Disarmament did not raise 

objections \Then three nuclear Pmrers initiated restricted talks in order to overcome 

their diverc;ences. Houever, vre are conv5.nced that the Committee on Disarmament 

should resume consideration of th5.s issue, this time in c;reater depth, and 

that all its n1embers should be allowed to contribute to the proc;ress of the 

nec;otiations. 

The Committee, as the direct successor to the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarm~:unent, has ample experience in this field of disarmament as well as in 

others. I should lil:e to recall in th:i.s context the ~-rorl<;_ of the ad hoc group of 

seismic experts, in uh:i.ch Italy is participating actively through its qualified 

representatives. 
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(l ir o ~a nocca, Italy) 

Thcd 1-rork is makinu, an important and oric:,inal contribution to the solution 

of the proble111 of verification 9 in an attel'lpt to reconcile the cliverc;inr; 

vie1vs of those vho SUl)port national systems of verification and those who 

support international and on"~ site systems. He believe th8,t the Group 1 s 

'i'TOrk has fron the technical standpoint currently reached a very advanced stage 

and that a closer linl;: should soon be established betHeen that vmrl;: and the 

actual net,otiations in progress. Furthermore, the seuinars held last year 

in Tol\:yo) and more recently in Stockholm, have given proof that adequate 

instrwilents for resolvin,s, at least in large measure, the thorny question of 

controls can be made readily available to the international coEmmni ty. 

Still in the fielcl of nuclear disarmament 9 we should lilce to reiterate 

the satisfaction at the si:3ning of the SALT II agreement between the 

United States and the Soviet Union expressed by the : !inister for Foreign Affairs 

of Ireland, on behalf of the nlne members of the European Community, in his 

stater.Jent ln the general debate. This agreement provides for an initial 

reduction of certain intercontinental nuclear systems ancl for a limitation 

of the arms race ln the field of the most destructive veapons. It is to be 

hoped that the 81\.LT nec;otiating process vill continue to develop successfully, 

thus ensuring the strenc;theninc; of international stability and security. 

Italy) Fl.S fl rarty to thP non FrolifPrFction Treaty' f'ttributes DRrPI:'OUnt 

importance to the obj t:>cti ve of non·~proliferation as vrell as to the development 

of international co~,operation in the field of the peaceful applications of 

nuclear energy. He consider that o under the existing international regirae based 

on the 1Jon~Proliferation Treaty, a balance should be maintained between the 

oblic_,ations of the nuclear~ueapon States ancl those of the other parties to 

the 11reaty. In this respect, however, He believe that special relevance should 

be accorded to the letter and the spirit of article IV of the ;_Ton Proliferation 

Treaty and that ln fact nothing in that Treaty J,mst be interpreted as affecting 

the inalienable rir_,ht of all its parties to develop research, prouuction and 

use of nuclear enerc;y for peaceful purposes, vrithout discrimine,tion. 

He therefore attach particular importance: to the careful preparation of 

the second l'Ton-Proliferation-Treaty Review Conference. 
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TurninG nov to the sector of other 1v-eapons of 111ass destruction, I should 

like to call attention to the urgent need to reach agreement on a treaty 

for the complete; ban of chemical vreapons and the destruction of related 

stockpiles. In entrusting the study of this issue to the Corami ttee on Disarmament 

the special session stressed its high level of priority ~ a status fully 

justified by the sint;;ularly dangerous characteristics of this l\:ind of ueapon. 

Italy for its part has never failed to mal~e an active contribution to 

the rapid conclusion of the negotiations on this issue. To that end, vre proposed 

on 6 Ft:bruo.ry last to the Committee on Disarmament th2"t a special "l·rorldng group, 

open to the rmrticipation of all members and, by invitation, of other 

interested countries be established for a comprehensive review of the problems 

still outstandinG and obstructine; the achiever<lent of an agreement. He also 

indicated, in document CD/5, some of these points, naLlely, the field of 

application of the agreement, the question of the ct.estruction of stockpiles 

of chemical weapons, the reconversion of plants and the problem of verification. 

I should lil'-e at this stage to stress how basic the question of 

verification is in this case as well. Ch~uical weapons have peculiar 

characteristics: they occupy a relatively small volume in relation to their 

potential effects and g,re comparatively easy to produce "l·rherever civilian 

laboratories are available. Adequate instruments are needed, therefore, 

to ensure the effective and correct application of a treaty and guarantee 

to every party that its own security is safeguarded in this respect beyond any 

possible doubt. The establishment of the group vrhich Italy proposed -

and I should lil:e to recall that similar positive initiatives have been put 

fonv-ard by other delec;ations - would, in our vievr, lend considerable impetus 

to the proc;ress of the ner_;otiations takinc; place in the Committee on Disarmament 

similar to the continual flow of ideas and initiatives cominc; frm11 all States 

in the frame1rorlc of the Committee on DisanmfYlent and beyond it. In this 

regard I should lil;:e to express ry Government's appreciation for the important 

seminars orc;anized by the United Kincdom and the Federal Republic of Germany 

on sor!le of the delicate problems involved. Tal;:en as a uhole these contributions 

l!lay provide a useful input to the bilateral tall:s taking place between the 

United States and the Soviet Union. 
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In this rec;ard I Hish to restate our opinion that the matter should be 

dealt with in a comprehensive Elanner in the Committee on Disarmament, in vie~-r 

of its indisputable competence in this field. Consequently
9 

we shall at that 

body 1 s next session request that the subject of che11lical weapons be urgently 

tal:en up again and that all possible procedural solutions be sought in order 

to enable the Comlllittee on Disarmament to resume the negotiation in depth 

and in all its aspects. It will be the tasl~ of the Committee on Disarr;J.ament 

and of all its member States to review and study thorouc;bly the results of 

the bilateral tall~s and, taking all observations into due account, produce 

the text of an acceptable multilateral agreement. 

If we are to achieve c;radual, balanced disarmament without reducine; the 

security of States, vrhile progressively reducinc; the level of armaments, it 

vrill be necessary to pursue measures of conventional disarmament on a parallel 

1ri th nuclear disarl!lament to impose a ban on weapons of mass destr11ction. Hovever, 

since conventional rather than nuclear veapons are the core of the defence 

systems of the overuhelming Emjori ty of States, a more complex and more 

articulated disarmar11ent strategy than that applicable to nuclear w·eapons 

should be envisaged. 

In a first phase, and on a global plane, "lve should seek a progressive 

reduction of the defence budgets of the most militarily significant countries, 

vith the ultimate aim of levellinc;, at a later stac;e and as much as possible, 

the military appropriations of all countries. Italy therefore fully supports 

the study beinG conducted by the Secretary~General in order to define a 

standardized system of disclosure of actual appropriations for military ends. 

The results of this i111portant study may indeed allov the international community 

to pursue effectively a reduction of military appropriations ancl expenclitures. 

One 1vay of confrontinL:., the problem of conventional disarmament vrhich 

seems to us likely to produce favourable results is the rec;ional approach. 

The regions in lvhich the problem is most acute should be identified and tlle 

States vrithin those areas invited to open nec;otiations vith the aim of 

strengtheninc; the stability and reducing the level of ar!naments in their 

rec;ion Hithout jeopardizin['; their security. Initiatives of this l:ind are already 

in progress in ~urope. 
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In introducinG in the Committee on Disarmament a proiJosal to limit the 

transfer of convention;:tl weapons, Italy has tal:en into consideration the rec;ional 

and c;lobal aspects of clisarmamento 

l'"s I anticipated durinc, the last session of the United l'Tations Disanmment 

Cowmission~ Italy proposes the establisbwent of a United Hations ac;ency 

divided into rec;ional comwittees in which both the major arms-suppliers and 

the recipient countries of a c;iven region 1·roulcl be represented o The 

comni ttees -vrould define for each rec;ion the criteria to be follmved to 

111aintain the volmJe of conventional ueapons at the lovv-est level possible o 

In this vray the containment of arms transfers to a region voulcL be achieved 

by consensus vrith the participation of all the States concerned on an equal 

footingo The Italian Government believes that its iDitiative lS constructive and 

realistic, in so far as it ai111s at breaking a danc;erous spiral of transfers of 

increasinc;ly sophisticated conventional we~ponso 

A[Sain in the field of conventional disarmawent, the Italian Government 

has submittecl to the Conu,littee on Disarmament in Geneva a proposal aiued at 

the elaboration of an additional protocol to the Outer Space Treaty of 19670 
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Recent proc;res s in space technology, and the possibility that veapons -vrhich 

are not specifically prohibited under article IV of the Treaty may be used 

in outer space, make it necessary that we complete the existin2: lecr,al system :,vith 

nev provisions. Our initiative proposes the total prohibition of non··peaceful 

military Etcti vi ties in outer space and -vrould thus prevent the introduction of 

vreapons vhich would add a nevr and more serious dimension to the arms race. 

He hope that our initiative, -vrhich is fully in accordance with the 

0uidelines approved by the special session, may at the appropriate time become 

the subject of concrete net;otiations. 

The limitation of the arms race and the existt=>nce of concrete initiatives to 

achieve effective Jisarmament are indispensable not only to ensure the recluction 

of international tensions, but also to strengthen the economic, commercial and 

social relations between industrialized and developing countries ancl thus to 

mal\:e a decisive contribution to the development of the latter. Indeed, it 

is intolerable that huge sums are 1rasted in the acquisition of :.reapons and 

military equipment 11hen there is still so much to be done both to fight 

hunc;er and poverty and to promote the proc;ress of mankind tmrsTds the standards 

of -vror-th and clic;ni ty vhich are the ,c;oal of all peoples o 

Therefore we concur as the special session on disarmament solemnly 

proclair1ed that the growing spiral of armaments and that of underdevelopment 

must be broken,. as much in order to enable l!lankind finally to live free fror1 the 

threat of 1var, as to permit the resources -vrhich would be liberated through the 

implementation of disarmament measures to be utilized to promote the 

well·being and economic development of all peoples. 

!'Lr_:__ §~_:I'~_B_I (Malawi). tiy delegation is pleased to have this opportunity 

to make a statement on the subject of disarmament, -vrhich is currently under 

discussion in this Conmittee. 

As liembers are aware one of the prime objectives of the United Nations 

lS the maintenance ami the promotion of international peace and security. This 

important objective 9 -vrhich is of universal interest cannot be realized if the 

ar1<1S race remains uncontrolled. 
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Ho<~one can dispute the fact that the arms race has led to the 

serious problem of 2.rr::aments, the only solution to which Rfpears to be 

disarmament. This is the problem which this Committee is striving to solve. 

In this regard) my delegation supports the efforts made by the Committee on 

Disarmament in seeldng effective 1-mys and means to carry out disarmament measures. 

In spite of past failures we still hope that a just solution to this problem 

uill be found. 

One may wonder why armaments l1ave become such a serious problem. In 

the view of my delegation, the arms race and armalllents are not the problem but 

the result. The peoples of the world constitute the problem because they do 

not understand each other. Each nation behaves as if it were situated on its 

own planet o Indeed, each na.tion entertains suspicion and mistrust about the 

military activities of other nationso There is pathological fear and hate 

among nations. 

Because of ideological rivalry between the major Powers, conventional arms 

transfers have been and are still taking place at an alarming rate. By virtue 

of their affluence, the super-Powers are causing those of us who are non-aligned 

to become aligned with one or the other super<-Power o 

OwinG to fear and the feeling of insecurity) small nations have involuntarily 

been subjected to foreign domination. As a consequence, the world has 

experienced t:1.e problems of imp<.erialismJ colonialisrc., neo--colonialisri, and 

even het?;emonismo 

This sad situation has been created by the peoples of the uorld themselves, 

and is a threat to international peace and security. 

Since all representatives gathered here agree that disarmnment should take 

place, my delegation appeals to all nations, strong or -vreak, big or small, rich 

or poor. to worl;: tovrards the realization of this sacred goal by removing the 

root cause of tht:; arms race. Althour;h this matter is prin1arily the oblication of 

a few nations that have armed themselves to the teeth all members of the 

international community have a role to play in the search for general and complete 

clisarmamento 
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After all both weak and stronc; nations -vrould fall victim to the 

development_ production and use of nuclear weapons and chemical and 

bacteriological (biological) weapons. 

\1hat happened at Hiroshima and I1a3asaJ~i is too fresh in our memories 

to be condoned. Furthermore" my delegation abhors the destruction of human 

life and natural resources through nuclear~1-1eapon tests in the atmosphere, 

in outer space and under the sea. Jly delegation condemns the development and 

manufacture of any lethal -vrcapons, including semi-conventional 1rec;_pons, vrhich 

may be deemed to be excessively injurious or to have indiscrininate effects. 

Disarmament lS no easy taslc Despite the efforts being me-de by the United 

l'Tations, all countries should individually and collectively play an active 

role in this matter. In the name of interdependence, it is the view of my 

dele3ation that there will always be merit in the policy of maintainin3 good 

neighbourliness and engac;ing in detente, contact and dialogue. 

It is also the vie-vr of my delegation that the policy of contact and 

dialogue would allay all fears and suspicions among nations and would therefore 

mal<;:e it possible for the international comr.mnity to be involved in the control 

of the arms race. 

In this conne:;:ion, my Government supports the conclusion of the second 

stratec;ic arms treaty between the United States of America and the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics in June of this year. The conclusion of the second 

round of the StrateGic Arms LiiYJitation Talks (SALT II) does not mean the 

achievement of disarmement. But it is a step forward. 
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_D..s Hr. Georr,e Sei.cnious. Director of the United States Arms Control and 

DisarmRment Ar:ency, put it, SALT II 11is an ohlif"':ation betvreen two nations and 

it is an obligation of two nations to all nationsn. (A/C.l/34/PV.S, p. 27) 

On the vrhole, the mere fact that the two super~Pmrers, whosP ideologies are 

diametrically opposed, met, discussed and agreed on something concrete lS a 

r,reat contribution towards the cherished goal of general and complete 

disarmament. We therefore look forward to the conclusion of SALT III. 

Vith regard to all other situations in the world, no one can deny the 

fact that a solution to a political problem means a solution of any possible 

resultant armed conflict. and that the absence of "~var is, in itself, a means 

of controlling the arms race. In other words, peace is the only effective 

weapon which can bf' used to destroy armaments. Therefore, genernl and 

complete disarmament can be achieved through negotiations. 

Turning to the third world and other developing countries, my delegation wishes 

to stress the importance of guarding against foreir,n domination. As I stated 

earlier, forei~n domination takes many forms. Allow me at this juncture to state 

that my Government condemns domination in all its forms and manifestations. In 

this connexion my delegation appeals to all Governments to ensure that they do not 

~ive the super-Powers the chance to spread their political or ideological propaganda 

in their countries. As representatives are aware, it is under the cover of 

propar;anda that major Povrers j ronicall y export arms and other vreapons to developing 

countries, lvhich are in fact badly in need of economic assistance. 

~lliy should the world spend an annual sum of $450 billion on arms while people 

in many places are starving, walking naked, sleeping under trees? Rich nations 

should be encouraged to provide economic assistance to poor countries. They should 

not enr,age in a policy of destabil:i zation in order to further their goals. For 

their part, the developing countries must assert their independence: they should 

be truly non--alir;ned ·. they should res:rect each other's sovereign integrity; they 

should maintain r,ood-neighbourliness; and they should not interfere in the internal 

affairs of other States. 

Besides these proposals, confidence~building measures should be carried out 

runong all nations in the world. Lastly, 1mt not least, my delegation would lil<;:e to 

point out that "~<Thatever the disarmament measures the United Nations General Assembly 

decides to take, they must not be discriminatory. By passing resolutions aimed at 

defending one or two States. the General Assembly would be missing the point. 
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Measures for general and nuclear disarmament should be applied to every nuclear 

State irrespective of i_deology J nolicy or form of Government. To this end, we 

supnort the establishmPnt of nuclear-free zones in vRrious regions of the world, 

includinr: Africa, As:ia and Latin America. 

In conclusion, my delegation wishes to say to all nRtions, 11Do not fear each 

other. Know eA-ch other better. Discuss your differences. Find peace and thereby 

render your arsenals useless 1;. 

Mr. HAKOBERO (Burundi) (interpretation from French): \'7hi1e 

appreciating highly the competence and discipline with which the Chairman is 

directing our deliberations, I shall abstain from addressing to him the customary 

congratulations :in order to comply with his directive which, ln turn, is in 

compliance w-:ith rule 110 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly. 

In 1945, the peoples of this planet, sickened by the scourge of war~ which 

in the snace of 32 years had plunged the world into mourning and inflicted upon 

mankind two horrible WA-rs with suffering unprecedented in history ~ decided to 

create our international Organization, one of whose principal purposes was 
11to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of 

threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of ar;gression or other 

breaches of the peacP 11
, whatever their source. 

On the thirty-fourth annivE>rsary of the establishment of this great undertaking, 

I should like briefly to recapitulate 1-rhat the international community has been able 

to achieve in the sphere of control of the arms race and disarmament under the Regis 

of the United Nations. At the same time I shall attempt to outline what the 

Organization has still to do if disarmament is one day to proceed from a dream to 

a reality. 

Since the Hague Conference of 1899, the States of the European continent, in 

quest of peace, have spared no effort to bar the way to the root causes of 

conflicts which lead to armed confrontation. Despite the efforts made, never, 

before the pxistence of our international Organization, did more than 30 years 

pass without an armed conflict breaking out somevhere on the continent. 

From October 1945 to this day, hovever, despite the climate of distrust 1v-hich 

could and still can be felt here and there, detente prevails and dialogue for the 

peaceful settlement of the legacies of the past has replaced the settlement of 

conflicts by c;unfirP. 
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There is no better evidence of this state of affairs than the: Conferc::nce 

on Security and Co~operation in Europe, -vrhose Final Act, sie;ned in Helsinki ln 1976 9 

demonstrates the firm w·ill of the signatory Ste>tes to promote better mutual 

understanding and closer relations betveen peoples 9 setting aside the confrontations 

of the past in order to advance along the course of dialogue, co-operation and, 

therefore, of peace. The fact that the hro giants of the modern world, the United 

States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, are among the 

signatories of the Final Act is a clear sign that a process for the establishment 

and maintenance of peace on the European continent is under way. 

Although the United Nations as an organization was not the originator of this 

fortunate initiative, there is no doubt that it is thanks to the spirit of the 

Charter of our international Organization and to the contacts which the European 

States, the United States and Canada were able to develop and maintain in New York 

and at other international gatherings that the idea of the Helsinki Conference 

could be conceived and brought to fruition. 

The Republic of Burundi, my country, a State Hember of the United Nations, 

which, since its accession to national independence and sovereirnty in 1962, has 

constantly lived up to its sacred duty to make its modest contribution to the 

establishment and maintenance of peace between peoples and nations on this earth, 

wishes to congratulate the States signatories of the Final Act of Helsinld. It 

supports their efforts to eliminate the causes of war in Europe and to establish 

a permanent peace in that very hi::;i1ly strategic part of our planet. 

Hhereas history describes the 1950s as years of cold -vrar between East and Hest 

in general and between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

in particular, th2 1960s have seen a progressive detente between the tvo camps, 

a detente which has made it possible to conclude a number of accords and treaties 

of great significance. 

The Soviet-American !~oscow Treaty of 1963, relating to the prohibition of 

nuclear tests in space and under 1vater, although it has not contributed to the 

elimination of all nuclear tests c.'1d the destruction of existing nuclear weapons, 

nevertheless has been the starting point for negotiations in this field. The States 

l!embers of the United Nations that still are without nuclear capacity and, in the 

nm,le of pe~·.ce, are unvilline; to c:ccquiree it, mal'..e of that treaty the -basis for their 

continuous pressure on nuclear-~1re:apon States to cease their tests and destroy their 

existinr; stocl-;:s of -vrer:crons of this type, ,,rhich are so highly d3nt,erous for the 

survival of humanity. 
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The three treaties which followed, of which our Organization was the 

principal artisan, also have made a modest -· although partial - contribution to 

the curbing of the arms race. 

Although the Treaty of 1967 on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was not 

able to designate an international authority, such as the United Nations, as 

the sole authority on the use of outer space, it nevertheless did categorically 

prohibit all nations from attempting to appropriate outer space for themselves. 

The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons of 1968 could 

not prevent proliferation, but it did provide a basis for the negotiations 

on the necessary guarantees to States that do not possess nuclear weapons 

that they will not become the victims of those weapons. 

Although the 1971 Treaty prohibiting the emplacement of nuclear devices 

under water did not provide a security zone for the States requesting such a 

zone, it nevertheless did prohibit the emplacement of such devices on the 

sea~bed and the ocean floor. 

Even if the principal artisan of those three treaties was the United 

Nations, we must not lose sight of the fact that if detente between East and 

West had not become a reality it would have been difficult to bring about 

co-operation between the two super-Powers. Their desire to co-operate, as 

a matter of fact, has been well demonstrated by the two treaties on the 

limitation of strategic weapons signed in Moscow and Vienna respectively ln 

1972 and 1979 by the Heads of State of the United States and the Soviet Union. 

vJhereas during these 34 years the dialogue maintained within our 

international Organization has promoted rapprochement between the European 

States and detente between the East and West, and whereas gunfire has ceased 

in those parts of the world and has been replaced by entente and co-operation 

for the establishment and maintenance of peace, elsewhere in the world, and 

more specifically in that part of the world which is referred to as the 

third world, persistent tensions, provoked and maintained in the majority of cases 

from the outside, are a daily phenomenon. In the Mediterranean and in the 
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l·1iddle East, in Africa and in the Indian Ocean, in South and South~ East Asia, 

and in Latin America, armed conflicts succeed one another, brother is pitted 

against brother, and the bastion of colonialism prevails in all its forms. 

Peace is precarious in those areas, the conditions for it being far from 

assured. 

The spirit of the Charter and the dialogue within our international 

Organization which promoted better relations between peoples and nations 

of the other parts of the world must contribute to the elimination of the 

causes of war in the third world, which includes two thirds of the States 

Members of our Organization. 

One of the causes of war is colonialism in all its forms. Colonialism, 

the worst form of exploitation of man by man, is a serious threat to peace. 

An eminent writer concerned with the activities of our international 

Organization has explained this undeniable truth in his book entitled 

Swords into Plowshares, on pages 350 and 351 of which he writes that peace 

(spoke in English) 
11 
••• is a function of a c;ood society, in which all component groups 

enjoy justice, share in a mutuality of respect, participate in the 

value of economic and social progress and move toward political 

maturity. This idea cannot be reached so long as the system of 

colonial overlordships keeps the map spotted with blighted areas, 

inhabited by people that are denied both the advantages and 

responsibilities of full citizenship in the human Commomreal th". 

(continued in French) 

It is difficult, ln fact inconceivable, to speal<;: of progress towards 

m1iversal peace as long as there is a people under the colonial yoke in 

southern Africa and in other parts of the globe. In order to eliminate 

one of the causes of war and to trace the path towards peace, the whole 

international community must unite to combat and vanquish colonialism in 

all its forms throughout the whole world. 

fu1other cause of war, no less dangerous than the previous one, is 

the military rivalry of the great Powers in the countries of the third world, 

and specifically in the r1edi terranean and the Middle East, in Africa and the 

Indian Ocean, and in South and South-East Asia. 
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There is a danger that this military rivalry might infect the zones which are 

free from nuclear ·Hea:r::ons by introducing those weapons into those areas. In this 

conne;~ion, Colonel Jean-Baptiste Bac~aza, President of the nepublic of 

Burundi, acl..clressinc; the present session of the General Asse111bly on 

26 September, stated: 

"There is every reason to encourae;e the initiatives undertaken 

tmrards creating nuclear--vreapon-free zones. Here vre consider it 

iuperati ve to take the appropriate measures for the application of 

the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa, for the creation 

of nuclear--vreapon-free zones in tbe Ilidclle East and South Asia, 

and for the respect of the treaties and protocols banning nuclear 

1-reapons in Latin America." (A/34/PV.9, p. 17) 

Speakinc; specifically of the situation prevailing ln the 

coastal States of the Hecliterranean and in South Asia and South-Bast Asia, 

the President of the Republic of Burundi added: 

"In the face of increasing tension in the l-lecli terranean 

we call on those States parties to the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe to transform the region into a zone of 

peace and co-operation. . .. 
11Peace is an indivisible 1rhole. Security ln Africa Europe 

and the 1 'iddle East 1-rould indeed be precarious if Asia, vrhere most 

people live, -vrere faced >-rith lare;e scale conflicts. He have great 

respect for these peoples -vri th their very olcl civilizations. 

Africa has ties of active solidarity forged through the history 

of the liberation of the African and Asian countries. He ask all 

South-East Asian States to settle all their conflicts or disputes 

themselves -vri thout outside interference, so as to safec;uard uorld 

peace in this rec;ion. He sincerely hope that thanks to their own 

e;enius these States vrill be able to overcome the obstacles to 

their nec;otiations, so that the conditions for viable peace and 

fruitful co-operation in the rec;ion may be created. 
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;
10n the question of Korea, our Government supports the efforts 

tovards the peaceful and independent reunification of that country, 

( i b i_~·_,_Q~~_) 

The vorld~wide economic imbalance is another cause of war and a serious 

threat to peace, At the time of the founding of our international Organization, 

an outstanding representative of Mexico stated: 

(spoke :!.n English_) 
11 The Charter of the United Nations is not only our instrument 

of security aGainst the horrors of war, It js also, for the people 

lvho have been fightine; to uphold the principles of human dignity, 

an instrument of 1-rell~,being and happiness against the horrors of a 

peace without hope, in which men would be subjected to humiliating 

privations and injustice, Blood, sweat and tears comprised the glorious 

but provisional rule of war, 

(con~inued in French) 

!' It must not become the rule of peace, ' 

A peace without hope for the vast majority of mankind which is vegetating 

ln misery ,rhile billions of dollars are being spent each year for the manufacture 

and purchase of weapons of destruction is not a peace, The international 

cmnmunity must unite not only in order to prevent and remove the threat of 

a nuclear war or, indeed, of any war, but also to elimjnate poverty, which 

is a delayed~e,ction atomic bomb that threatens all of us, both rich and poor, 

As the head of the delegation of Nigeria stated in the course of his 

statement in the general debate at the present session of the General Assembly: 

(spoke in English) 
11 The dangers we face as 1ve enter the 1980s are too real for us to 

despair, Beset as mankind is, on the one hand, by economic burdens and, 

on the other, by fear of a nuclear holocaust, constructive and collective 

action through the United Nations remains the only hope and opportunity 

we have to face the cballene;es of the future, Only thus can we leave a 

legacy •vorthy of our civilization to our children, as \Ve meet to consider 

their prospects and problems in this International Year of the Child, 11 

(A/34/PV.30, p, 73~75) 
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ORTIZ HARTII'J (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish): I 

should like, first of all, on behalf of the delegation of Costa Rica, to 

express my satisfaction at the el'-c~-:_oJ' of Ambassador Hepburn t'l the 

chctirmanship of this co~nittee. 

Uhenever disarmament is discussed, Costa Rica, a country which loves 

peace and lives in peace,has something of value to say, for we did away 

1-rith our army 30 years ago in the certainty that if there are no armed men 

there will be no war; and, by not squandering our resources on lleapons, 

1-re can devote them to promote progress, social development, health services 

and education in freedom. That is why we speak in praise of the benefits 

deri vecl oy peoples 1-rhen they do not have to invest their resources in 

costly anflaments. 

'l'he Disarmament Decade is coming to an end and we see no important 

positive results on the horizon. He hear brilliant speeches delivered 

by great politicians, experts, technicians and "ise men and women who tell 

us of the nefarious progress of nuclear science and the gro-vrth of conventional 

weapons to be used in wars bet"een small and medium~sized Pmrers - although 

their small size does not diminish the horror of the destruction of cities, 

villages, roads, bridges, fields and human beings. :do concrete progress is 

made in the field of disarmament, but the cost of weapons is on the rise. 

It is st:-,tecd thRt thee cnc2o' ous sur<1 of ::;450 ,000 billion 

has been invested in the science of death, and those fie;ures ~Y-' responsible 

for th<=- 1•overty in vhich thous::o.nds of hur'!an beiwrs live. 'l'hey shoulrl. be repeated 

over and over again until all the inhabitants of the world get to knmr them 

and rlse up in anger and indic;nation against so much injustice. 

\·Te shall not atte111.pt to repeat the interesting data on the specific 

points of the various treaties on nuclear, chemical, convcnti0na~ and 

bacterioloc;ical wcapcns, given here so eloquently and -vrith support inc; 

evidence derived from the studies that have been carried out. What we 

1-rant to emphasize is the concern of all nations at this important and 

decisive problem. Some provide enorElOUS capitals to manufacture weapons) 

others train armies to dominate their neighbours or to terrorize their own fellow 

countrymen; and the remainder are those who suffer when their cities are 
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razed, their industries bombed, their harvests ruined and who in the holocaust 

suffer c;reat loss of life and see so many of their people killed cr injured. It 

is a trae:edy in v1hich we all play our part. Mankind is not only a phyeical element 

destroyed by venpor:s; it is also a rr.orrcl .::::_enr~nt tl'P.t lights '-;Jl r·_an 1 s existence. 

In the United Hations Plaza, in front of this building, there is carved 

in stone the prophecy of Isaiah prohibiting ueapons: svrords shall be turned 

into ploughshares, spears into pruning~hooks) nation shall not lift up 

svord against nation, and neither shall man be taught to make var. 

Very hurnbly and vi thout presuming to interpret the prophet, the 

Government of Costa Rica has soue;ht to offer the United Nations, so as 

to e;ive man an opportunity to comply vith the prophecy to prepare himself 

for -pu~cc, c:u:. institution to sup:rluc_c:r_t disarmauent, 

to be called the University for Peace. Among the fundamental 

canons of that centre of learning is 11 education for disarmamentii, vhich 

is combined 1-ri th the subject under discussion since treaties n1ust l!c 

finally adopted if the vorld is not to be annihilated; it is then that the 

vorld should have trqincd men who will live for disarmarr.~nt. ~he University 

for Peace which Costa Rica is offering is an essential element if ve are to 

set out vith firm steps alor.,cr, tlw road that le~:cds to peace. 

The meeting rose at 4.15 p.m. 


